The photophysics of a family of conjugated phenylacetylene (PA) light-harvesting dendrimers are studied using steady-state and time-resolved optical spectroscopy. The dendrimers consist of a substituted PA core surrounded by meta-branched PA arms. The total number of PA moieties ranges from 3 (first generation) to 63 (fifth generation). By using an alcohol/ketone substituent at the dendrimer core, we avoid through-space Forster transfer from the peripheral PA donors to the core acceptor (in this case, the carbonyl group), which simplifies the analysis of these molecules relative to the perylene-terminated molecules studied previously. The delocalized excited states previously identified in smaller dendrons are seen in these larger dendrimers as well, and their influence on the intersite electronic energy transfer (EET) is analyzed in terms of a pointdipole Forster model. We find that these new delocalized states can both enhance EET (by decreasing the spatial separation between donor and acceptor) and degrade it (by lowering the emission cross section and shifting the energy, resulting in poorer spectral overlap between donor and acceptor). The combination of these two effects leads to a calculated intersite transfer time of 6 ps, in reasonable agreement with the 5-17 ps range obtained from experiment. In addition to characterizing the electronic states and intersite energy transfer times, we also examine how the overall light-harvesting efficiency scales with dendrimer size. After taking the size dependence of other nonradiative processes, such as excimer formation, into account, the overall dendrimer quenching rate k Q is found to decrease exponentially with dendrimer size over the first four generations. This exponential decrease is predicted by simple theoretical considerations and by kinetic models, but the dependence on generation is steeper than expected based on those models, probably due to increased disorder in the larger dendrimers. We discuss the implications of these results for dendrimeric light-harvesting structures based on PA and other chemical motifs.
Introduction
Dendrimer molecules represent a fast-growing field of research in macromolecular organic chemistry. Their multigenerational branched architecture allows the synthetic chemist to associate an exponentially growing number of active units around a central chemical group located at the core of the dendrimer. If the active units are conjugated molecules that absorb light and the core is an energy acceptor or trap, then such dendrimers can be used as light-harvesters, 1 in analogy to natural photosynthetic systems. 2, 3 Such systems have received considerable attention as light-harvesting elements for solar energy conversion. The goal is to build a molecule with a huge effective absorption cross section, where the initially absorbed energy is then transferred from the peripheral donors to the acceptor (trap) at the base of the dendrimer. Many variants of light-harvesting architectures have been constructed, and their electronic energy transfer (EET) dynamics have been studied, ranging from allconjugated networks based on phenylacetylene, [4] [5] [6] [7] phenylenevinylene, 8 and phenylene linkers 9 to networks of conjugated molecules (porphyrins, [10] [11] [12] [13] perylenes, 14, 15 and other organic dyes) linked by nonconjugated groups such as benzyl-ethers [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] and amines. 23, 24 In addition to varying the chemical nature of the dendrimer subunits and linker groups, researchers have also manipulated the energetic structure of these molecules. For example, several researchers have built energy gradients into their dendrimers to funnel the energy to the core more efficiently. 4, 25, 26 While synthetic dendrimers clearly hold much promise as light-harvesters, there are some outstanding questions in terms of how to design an optimal synthetic light-harvesting molecule. One important question concerns the practical limitations on dendrimer size. For any dendrimer structure, there will be a size limit beyond which an excitation starting at the outer layer of donors will fail to reach the core acceptor. How quickly this limit is reached depends on how the light-harvesting efficiency scales with dendrimer size. A second issue concerns the chemical details of the dendrimer structure. While the entirely conjugated dendrimers and those consisting of chromophores attached by nonconjugated linkers share the same overall architecture, there are important differences. If nonconjugated linkers separate the electronic wave functions of adjacent chromophores, then the electronic structure of these molecules is very similar to that of the isolated chromophores in solution. This lack of extended electronic states makes it possible to understand the energy transfer dynamics in terms of through-space Forster interactions. Electronic energy transfer in this type of dendrimer has been analyzed quantitatively using a combination of Forster theory and a computational analysis of the dendrimer conformations. 27 Fully conjugated dendrimers, on the other hand, have the advantage that they have a higher net density of chromo-phores, since no atoms are used solely as linkers. A second possible advantage is that electronic communication between chromophores can lead to extended electronic states and coherent transfer 28 or enhanced through-bond energy transfer. [29] [30] [31] [32] In this paper, we focus on the two issues raised in the preceding paragraph in the context of a specific chemical system, namely, conjugated PA dendrimers. We concentrate on EET through a network of isoenergetic PA-based monodendrons rather than energy cascade dendrimers. While energy gradients increase the efficiency of EET to the core, they do so at an energetic cost. The exciton loses energy at every step down the cascade, so the energy available when it reaches the core is less than when it started at the periphery. Thus while the efficiency of an excitation reaching the core may be 100%, that excitation may only have 75% of the original photon energy. This type of energy loss is in addition to the inevitable energy loss due to vibrational relaxation in the excited electronic state, which is reflected in the broad spectra and Stokes shift in the condensed phase, and typically is 5-10% of the photon energy at the absorption maximum. Besides avoiding energy losses due to cascading energy levels, the isoenergetic motif is also the simplest to analyze, being characterized by a single intersite transfer time rather than multiple transfer rates. We have synthesized the PA dendrimer structures originally studied by Devadoss et al., 4 but substituting an acetophenone group for the original perylene acceptor. The carbonyl facilitates rapid intersystem crossing when the attached PA segment is in its excited state, making it an effective fluorescence quencher. This ketone moiety on the core PA group acts as a dark quencher, essentially eliminating the possibility of through-space Forster energy transfer from the dendrimer arms to the core acceptor, which was assumed to be the dominant mode of EET in the original perylene-terminated compounds. 4, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] In addition, by reducing the ketone to an alcohol, we can turn off the fluorescence quenching. By using this series of PA dendrimers, whose structures are given in Figure 1 , we can determine how the intrinsic light-harvesting efficiency decreases as the dendrimer generation is increased and how the efficiency is impacted by the nature of the electronic states involved in the EET. We examine various types of size-dependent effects in these monodendrons, all of which affect the light-harvesting efficiency. We find that low-energy excimer-like states become more prevalent in the higher generation dendrimers, and these species compete with singlet EET to the core acceptor. In principle, however, excimer formation can be prevented by appropriate chemical substitution to sterically hinder close approach of the aromatic groups. Other nonradiative relaxation processes also become enhanced in larger monodendrons due to steric effects or nonemissive aggregate formation. Once these processes are accounted for, the intrinsic quenching rate still depends on dendrimer size simply due to the fact that in larger dendrimers the excitation has more difficulty finding the trap as it diffuses through the donor network. In this work, we find that this intrinsic quenching rate decreases exponentially with generation, as predicted on the basis of simple theoretical considerations. In terms of the electronic states of these branched molecules, we confirm that the delocalized excited states observed previously in smaller dendrons 38, 39 also play a role in the larger structures used for light-harvesting. In addition, we evaluate the implications of these states for the intersite energy transfer, which occurs on a time scale of 5-17 ps in these molecules. Using a point-dipole Forster model to interpret our results, we find that the extended nature of the delocalized excited state at least partially compensates for the loss of spectral overlap due to its red-shifted emission. Our work provides a good illustration of how the properties of these large molecules depend both on chemical connectivity within the dendrimer and on its overall size. In terms of their photophysical properties, PA dendrimers cannot be regarded merely as geometrical collections of diphenylacetylene (DPA) monomers. Instead, from the nature of their quantum states to how their efficiency scales with size, they possess unique properties that can both enhance and degrade their performance as light-harvesters.
Experimental Section
The dendrimers are synthesized in a manner similar to that reported earlier, 4, 40 and details of the synthetic method, product characterization, and yields can be found in the Supporting Information.
Cyclohexane is used as the solvent for all absorption and fluorescence measurements. Steady-state absorption and fluorescence spectra are recorded on a Varian Cary 50 UV-vis spectrophotometer and a Spex Fluorolog fluorometer, respectively. To obtain quantum yield values, four different concentrations of each molecule were prepared, along with two standards (perylene and anthracene), all with concentrations resulting in peak absorbance values below 0.12 to avoid self-absorption effects. The quantum yields are obtained relative to both anthracene 41 or perylene, 42 which gave similar values after applying correction factors for the different solvent refractive indices. 43 Changing the sample concentration had no effect on the spectral shapes or time-resolved fluorescence data, which rules out the role of aggregates in the spectroscopy. This ability of the carbonyl group to quench the PA fluorescence is confirmed by fluorescence experiments on 4′-phenylethynylacetophenone, whose fluorescence quantum yield was found to be less than 0.001.
Excitation pulses for picosecond time-resolved emission measurements are generated using a home-built noncollinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA) pumped by the 800 nm output of a 40 kHz Spectra Physics Spitfire regenerative amplifier. For these measurements, the 600 nm NOPA output is frequency-doubled to generate the 300 nm excitation beam using a 0.4 mm -barium borate (BBO) crystal. The fluorescence is collected perpendicular to the excitation beam, collimated, and focused into a Spectra Pro-150 spectrometer with a 150 grooves/mm grating to disperse the spectrum before being passed to a Hamamatsu C4334 streak camera. The instrumental response time of this instrument is ∼15 ps in a 1 ns sweep window, and the spectral resolution is 2.5 nm.
The fluorescence spectra of W31k, W63a, and W63k all show the appearance of broad, red-shifted emission, which likely originates from an excimer state. The fluorescence from these compounds 10 ns after the excitation pulse is dominated by this excimer emission. For these molecules, we have to separate the contribution of the singlet and excimer emissions to obtain the quenching rate of the singlet by itself. To do this, the steadystate emission spectra and the time-resolved emission spectra at each time interval are least-squares fitted to a weighted sum of monomer and excimer spectra 44 where S(λ,t) is the measured fluorescence signal and S m (λ) and S e (λ) are the fluorescence spectra of the singlet and excimer, respectively, with a m (t) and a e (t) as their coefficients. The fluorescence spectra of the initially excited singlet state is assumed to match the spectrum of W7a, a molecule that does not show any excimer emission. The excimer spectrum is taken to be the fluorescence spectrum measured after a 10 ns delay, and this spectrum varies slightly from molecule to molecule. The singlet fluorescence quantum yield of the monomer is obtained by multiplying the total fluorescence quantum yield by the percentage of the steady-state fluorescence signal due to the monomer alone. The time evolution of coefficient a m (t) in fluorescence lifetime measurements is taken as the decay of the monomer fluorescence.
Many workers have developed theoretical models for both the energy transfer kinetics [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] and the electronic states of dendrimers. 50, 51 To numerically model the EET in the dendrimers, we use a relatively simple kinetic model involving only incoherent nearest-neighbor transfer, which resulted in a set of coupled linear differential equations. This model is similar to Pauli master equation approaches used previously to model lightharvesting systems, 52, 53 and a schematic outline of this model applied to the W7k dendrimer is given in Figure 2 . The resulting matrix of seven differential equations is given by This set of coupled linear differential equations is solved numerically using MATLAB ode45 routines for different initial conditions that involve the excitation starting at the first (1,x) or second (2,x) layer of donor chromophores. For all dendrimers, we find that the trapping kinetics, as measured by the growth in population of the trapping site, after a weighted average over all initial conditions, are well-described by a single exponential. This overall quenching process is then characterized by a single rate constant k Q . It is straightforward to extend the model to larger dendrimers and examine how the total quenching rate depends on k EET and on the generation N.
Results and Discussion
Steady-State and Time-Resolved Spectroscopy. Figure 3 shows the absorption and fluorescence spectra of the W15a and W15k alcohol-and ketone-terminated dendrimers. These spectra are representative of the entire PA family of compounds used in this work. Both W15a and W15k have the characteristic PA absorption peaked at around 310 nm, with a broad progression of multiple peaks extending to shorter wavelengths. The W15k molecule has a slight shoulder to the long wavelength side of the absorption, due to the carbonyl n f π* transition, which is not present in the alcohol. In addition, the W15k fluorescence spectrum is slightly broadened relative to that of W15a. This broadening of the fluorescence spectrum in both the ketones and the alcohols becomes more pronounced as the dendrimer size increases. But the broadened emission is not the result of a separate emitting species in the smaller dendrimers, since the fluorescence spectrum remains constant with time delay (see below). Only in the larger dendrimers do we see clear evidence for a second fluorescent species. Figure 4 shows the fluorescence spectra of molecules W15a, W31a, and W63a in cyclohexane. In comparison to W15a, W31a exhibits a slight broadening of 
S(λ,t) ) a m (t)S m (λ) + a e (t)S e (λ)
(1)
the emission beginning at around 400 nm. In W63a, this broadening is replaced by a pronounced peak centered at 400 nm that now accounts for the bulk of the emission. The presence of the alcohol group has a minimal effect on dendrimers W3a-W31a, since their fluorescence lifetimes and quantum yields in Table 1 are within 10-20% of those measured for the phenylterminated molecules studied previously by ourselves and Devadoss et al. 4, 39 The quantum yield of W63a is significantly lower than the corresponding phenyl-terminated dendrimer, however, suggesting a larger perturbation by the alcohol moiety in this molecule. If we use CH 2 Cl 2 as a solvent, then the 400 nm peak in W63a is reduced by approximately 30%, and the emission more closely resembles that of W31a. The broad emission at 400 nm is indicative of PA excimer formation and has been used as a way to monitor folding transitions in various types of PA oligomers. 54 Through the use of such oligomers, it has been shown that CH 2 Cl 2 is the best "unfolding"solvent for this class of molecules. 55 This is consistent with our observation that the excimer emission is diminished in this solvent. A second possible explanation for the lack of excimer emission in CH 2 -Cl 2 is that the solvent halogen atoms preferentially quench the excimer through a heavy atom effect. 56 Figure 5a shows the normalized fluorescence decays for molecules W3a, W7a, W15a, and W31a in cyclohexane. While the decays appear single-exponential during the first few nanoseconds, in the two largest dendrimers there is a second, longer-lived component, as summarized in Table 1 . The biexponential decays are indicative of the coexistence of at least two types of fluorescing species in the larger dendrimers. The fluorescence decays for the ketone-terminated dendrimers are shown in Figure 5b and are much more rapid than the decays of the alcohol-terminated dendrimers. The decays of W15k, W31k, and W63k are biexponential as well, indicating the presence of multiple species. An obvious candidate for the longlived emissive species is the excimer emission identified in Figure 4 , and indeed Figure 6 shows that the 400 nm excimer emission comprises a significant portion of the later emission from W31k, for example. But we find that excimer formation is not by itself sufficient to reproduce the observed biexponential decays and increase in k nr . Even in the absence of a discernible excimer contribution, the singlet emission decays in some of the larger dendrimers (W31a, W15k) still required a biexponential to adequately fit the data. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the steady-state and time-resolved spectroscopic properties for both the alcohol-and the ketoneterminated dendrimers. If we turn our attention first to the nature of the singlet emission peaked at 360 nm, we can make two observations. First, in all the dendrimers studied, the shape and position of the fluorescence overlaps that of the tri-ethynylbenzene fragment studied in our previous work. This fact is emphasized in Figure 7 , where the spectra of the mono-, di-, and tri-phenylethynylene benzenes are plotted, along with that of W15a. In addition to the identical fluorescence spectra, the dendrimers also have a similar radiative lifetime to the dendron. For the biexponential decays, we have defined 〈τ fl 〉, the weighted where τ rad is the radiative lifetime. Figure 8 plots the fluorescence quantum yields versus the average fluorescence lifetimes, which are given in Table 1 . To extract quantum yields for the singlet state only, we need to separate the singlet and excimer contributions to the steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence signals for W63a, as detailed in the Experimental Section. If all the dendrimers have the same τ rad , then eq 4 predicts that a plot of φ versus 〈τ fl 〉 should yield a straight line with a slope of 1/τ rad . Indeed, this is what is observed, and the slope obtained from a linear least-squares fit to the data yields τ rad ) 31 ( 2 ns, which lies between the values of 28 and 43 ns obtained for the di-and tri-phenylethynyl-benzene molecules, respectively. This relatively long value for τ rad is consistent with the delocalized state observed previously in the smaller dendrons. 38 
For comparison, if the emitting state were localized on a diphenylacetylene segment, then τ rad would be expected to be similar to that of DPA, which is more than an order of magnitude shorter, 1.2 ns. 38, 57 The τ rad value for the dendrimers is shorter than that of the tri-phenylethynyl-benzene, despite the similarity of the fluorescence spectra, and this may be due to a slight local field enhancement of the emission oscillator strength by the local dielectric of the dendrimer. 58, 59 We should note that although analysis of our data gives similar τ rad values for all the alcohol dendrimers, this was not the case for the phenyl-terminated dendrimers previously studied by Devadoss et al., where the calculated τ rad ranged from 12 to 32 ns with no apparent trend. 4 The reasons for this discrepancy are unclear. The important point is that our data are consistent with the dendrimer excited state being centered on a tri-ethynyl-benzene group, rather than on the acetylene bond, and which is slightly delocalized into the surrounding carbon-carbon triple bonds. While the radiative lifetime is essentially independent of dendrimer size, the nonradiative rate k nr increases dramatically with dendrimer size. The general definition of k nr is given by where τ rad is set to 31 ns as indicated by the data in Figure 8 . Figure 9 plots k nr versus dendrimer size for W3a through W63a. There is a clear increase in the nonradiative decay with size, some of which may be attributed to the increasing conformational flexibility in the larger molecules. The presence of these multiexponential decays points toward the existence of multiple conformations within the molecules that affect the fluorescence lifetimes. The mechanism by which they accelerate the fluorescence decay is not known, but it should be remembered that all these PA dendrons have a dominant nonradiative decay channel, on the order of 60-70%, even in the absence of any EET or excimer formation, and it is likely that this channel is sensitive to environmental perturbations. DPA by itself has a very low fluorescence quantum yield due to rapid electronic curve crossing to a dark excited state followed by internal conversion to the ground state. [60] [61] [62] This process is very temperature-dependent and is believed to involve torsional motion of the phenyl rings. 63 If analogous types of internal conversion processes govern the nonradiative relaxation in the present family of dendrimers, then it would not be surprising that the different steric environments present in the larger, more disordered dendrimers would lead to a distribution of decay times. Of course, some of these conformations would also be expected to lead to weakly emissive states too, such as the excimer-type states we observe in the larger dendrimers. Interestingly, this excimer formation appears to be less pronounced in the phenyl-terminated dendrimers studied by Devadoss et al. 4 Enhanced emission at 400 nm has also been observed in dendrimers with methoxy substituents at the core. 64 It may be that the presence of an oxygen atom at the core is able to influence excimer formation in the larger dendrimers, possibly due to backfolding that enables peripheral PA groups and the core oxygen to come into contact. From this analysis, we see that the measured fluorescence lifetime of these PA dendrimers is determined not only by EET to the core quenching site but also by excimer formation and conformation-dependent nonradiative processes as well. To analyze the EET process through the PA network, which is the main focus of this paper, we must separate these different contributions. We will do this in the analysis below so that we may draw some conclusions about how the light-harvesting efficiency scales with dendrimer size and also how the delocalized states identified above affect the EET.
Size Dependence of Intrinsic Quenching Rate. To analyze the EET process in these molecules, we define the intrinsic quenching rate k Q as where the brackets denote the average fluorescence decay rate, in the case of a multiexponential decay as described in the Experimental Section. This experimental quantity, which describes the quenching rate of the entire dendrimer, averaged over all generations of chromophores, is obtained after removing contributions from excimer emission from the fluorescence decays to obtain 〈k fl alc 〉 and 〈k fl ket 〉. The assumption is that once these contributions are removed any remaining difference between the alcohol-and the ketone-terminated dendrimer fluorescence decays is due solely to EET through the PA network to the carbonyl quencher. In Table 2 , we give the experimental values obtained for k Q for the ketone dendrimers. In Figure 10 , we plot ln(k Q ) versus dendrimer size (in units of generation), along with a linear least-squares fit to the first four points. We omit the W63k point from the fit since its emission is dominated by the excimer contribution and thus its k Q value is most affected by any error in removing that contribution. We obtain a slope of 1.4 ( 0.2. Figure 10 summarizes one of the most important results of this work: that k Q , and thus the lightharvesting efficiency, decreases exponentially with increasing 
generation. In addition to the information about the generational dependence of k Q , the data in Table 2 and Figure 10 also provide a means to analyze k EET , the intersite energy transfer rate, which indirectly determines k Q and which will be affected by the details of the chromophore electronic structure, for example, the amount of excited-state wave function delocalization. Given these two issues, we address the generation dependence of k Q first. The k Q defined in this paper is identical to the k ET defined in the earlier work of Devadoss et al. 4 Using their quenching efficiency data, we can derive k Q values for the perylene-terminated dendrimers, which are 2.26, 1.33, 5.14, 3.16, 2.27, and 1.73 ns -1 for dendrimers W3-per, W7-per, W15-per, W31-per, W63-per, and W127-per, respectively. There is no obvious dependence of k Q on generation in this series of molecules. This difference between perylene-and carbonylterminated dendrimers may be the result of a combination of through-space Forster transfer between distant donor PA groups and the perylene, combined with some degree of backfolding of the PA arms. For example, if the PA arms in W15-per were long enough to permit the peripheral PA unit to closely approach the perylene, energy could be transferred to the core through space, skipping the intermediate PA groups. Such a scenario could explain the increase in k Q for this molecule relative to the W7-per. The presence of multiple pathways in the peryleneterminated dendrimers makes the detailed analysis of their EET dynamics problematic. For the ketone-terminated molecules in this work, the exponential decay of k Q with dendrimer generation can be predicted from simple geometrical considerations. If we assume that an excitation visits some fraction of available sites before trapping and that the number of available sites increases as the power of N, the generation number, we can estimate the quenching time τ Q as being the hopping time between nearest neighbors, τ EET , multiplied by the number of sites visited and the quenching rate is estimated to be Even this crude model captures the qualitative behavior of our data up to W31k. Note that eq 8b predicts a slope of ln (2) ) 0.693 for the data in Figure 10 , as opposed to the value of 1.4 obtained experimentally. A final point is that the nearestneighbor intersite transfer rate, k EET , can also be obtained from the y-intercept of eq 8b.
To obtain a more accurate picture of the EET dynamics, we have examined the behavior of the EET and the trapping dynamics using the kinetic model outlined in the Experimental Section and eq 2. By considering only nearest-neighbor coupling and setting the trap rate k trap ) k EET , we examine how k Q scales with N, the number of generations in a given dendrimer. Our model calculates the quenching rate for a 1 f 2 branching dendrimer, where a single chromophore site in generation j branches out to two chromophores in generation j + 1. This is the situation for the PA dendrimers in this work. The calculated points are plotted along with the experimental size dependence in Figure 10 . We see that the decrease in k Q with generation is not purely exponential, although the deviation is small over this range of N. We neglect this deviation and use a linear leastsquares fit to obtain a slope m ) 1.0. The slope of this logarithmic dependence did not depend on the details of the model. For example, if we used phenyl-versus segment-centered chromophores, or added extra intragenerational coupling terms, so chromophores within a generation can transfer energy freely, no change in the slope m was observed. However, inclusion of next-nearest-neighbor coupling led to m < 1.0 values; i.e., the generational dependence became weaker. This is to be expected, since these terms allow the EET to skip intervening generations and make the larger dendrimers appear smaller to the traveling excitation. 65 We also examined numerically a 1 f 3 branching architecture, which could be obtained using a sp 3 carbon as a vertex. For this architecture, a plot of k Q versus N leads to a slope m ) 1.4, reflecting the more complex topology of this type of structure. Basically, as the degree of branching increases, so does the opportunity for an excitation, which begins at the dendrimer periphery, to take a wrong turn on its way to the core trapping site. Although this value agrees with that obtained experimentally, this increased branching cannot be the physical origin of the m ) 1.4 value in our 1 f 2 branching molecules. An alternative way to obtain this increased density of wrong turns is to have disorder, both dynamic and static, in the model. Mukamel and co-workers have shown that energetic disorder can lead to the loss of efficient transfer in funnel-type dendrimers, 66, 67 and similar effects could be operative in our molecules. As the size of the dendrimer increases, the probability of encountering a low-energy site before trapping increases as well, leading to a steeper decline in trapping efficiency than would be expected for a model where all the sites are identical. The deviation of the experimental results in Figure 10 from those of a simple calculation based on identical donor sites provides evidence that disorder, in the form of a distribution of nearestneighbor transfer rates due to different conformations or environments, leads to a more rapid decline in k Q . Circumstantial evidence for increasing disorder is provided by the increased excimer formation and multiexponential decays observed in the larger dendrimers. It is important to emphasize that EET can be affected by either energetic or conformational disorder. The first type affects the spectral overlap term in the Forster transfer rate, eq 9, while the second affects the orientation factor κ 2 in the same equation. The energetic disorder should also lead to inhomgeneous broadening in the steady-state absorption and fluorescence line shapes, but to reliably quantify it requires the use of nonlinear spectroscopic methods. Conformational disorder is more difficult to characterize spectroscopically, and molecular dynamics simulations are often used. Whatever the molecular origin, our results imply that the energy trapping efficiency of PA dendrimers decreases more rapidly than expected, placing an ultimate limit on the useful size of such molecules in lightharvesting applications. Of course, the absolute value of the light-harvesting efficiency will depend on the excitation lifetime and the intersite EET rates as well.
Nearest-Neighbor Intersite Transfer Rate. The second major question we need to address is the effect of the delocalized singlet state identified spectroscopically on the intersite transfer rate, k EET . In principle, we can obtain this parameter from fitting our data using the kinetic models described above. Unfortunately, it is clear that those simple models do not capture the dynamics accurately, and it is likely that there is not a single value of k EET that can characterize the EET dynamics of all the dendrimers in this study. Nevertheless, we can make some general statements about how the excited-state delocalization affects k EET . In the W3k dendrimer, according to our model, the fluorescence quenching should reflect the single-step transfer from the first layer of chromophores to the core. Thus for this molecule, k Q ) k EET , and we obtain a transfer time of ∼17 ps.
A second approach is to use eq 8b and the data in Figure 10 to extract τ EET from the y-intercept the plot of k Q versus generation. In this case, we obtain k EET ) 5 ps from the linear fit shown in Figure 10 . Interestingly, both values are comparable to those obtained by Kleimann et al. in their studies of PA funnel dendrimers. 37 If we assume the simplest model for EET, namely, the point-dipole Forster model, then we must resolve some ambiguities concerning chromophore position and orientation. Here we will consider three different scenarios. Let us first consider the early model of these meta-coupled PA dendrimers as collections of independent DPA units that retain the spectral properties of the monomer in solution. If this were the case, we can apply the Forster formula where R is the separation between chromophores, n is the index of refraction, τ fl is the fluorescence lifetime of the donor (which in this case is identical to the acceptor), φ fl is the quantum yield, κ is an orientation factor, N A is Avogadro's number, (ν) is the absorption spectrum, and f(ν) is the fluorescence spectrum whose integral has been normalized to 1. R 0 combines these factors into a single length called the critical Förster radius. Note that this equation does not take static disorder effects of the type discussed in the preceding paragraph into account. If we set τ rad ) τ fl /φ fl ) 1.2 ns, κ 2 ) 3.06 due to the 120°angle between the transition dipole moments which lie along the ethynyl bonds, and max ) 30 000 M -1 cm -1 (typical for a DPA derivative) which leads to a spectral overlap term J ) 6.8 × 10 17 , we obtain τ EET ) 260 fs. Thanks to its small Stokes shift and high oscillator strength, DPA is predicted to facilitate very rapid EET and thus would be an ideal component of a light-harvesting supermolecule. Its main drawback as a monomer is its very rapid nonradiative decay, which would effectively compete with the EET to the core. When DPA is incorporated into a covalent dendrimer, however, the spectroscopic properties of the dendron excited state change in such a way so as to inhibit EET. In the second scenario, the larger Stokes shift reduces the spectral overlap by more than an order of magnitude. If we use the absorption and emission spectra of W15k, we obtain J ) 2.5 × 10 16 . Furthermore, the emission oscillator strength also decreases, with a τ rad ) 35 ns instead of 1.2 ns. Assuming the same chromophore geometry as above, the Forster transfer time is found to be 34 ps, more than 100 times slower than what would be expected for the monomer in the same geometrical arrangement. Thus connecting the DPA subunits together in a larger conjugated structure results in lower EET efficiency than what would have been predicted based on the properties of the isolated monomer. One benefit of the new dendrimer electronic states is that the rapid internal conversion channel that quenches DPA fluorescence at room temperature appears to be eliminated. As discussed earlier, there is still a significant nonradiative relaxation process in the dendrimers, but k nr is now about 1000 times slower in W3a through W31a than it is in DPA at room temperature. Another possible benefit of the dendrimer excited states is that they shift the center of the wave function from the triple bond segments to the phenyl group vertexes. If the subsequent EET event occurs between this phenyl-centered excited state and an ethynyl-centered absorbing state, then the physical separation r will be less than in the case of the ethynylethynyl transfer described earlier. If we calculate the Forster rate a third time, now using r ) 3.4 Å and κ 2 ) 0.67 (assuming a randomized orientation of the phenyl-centered transition dipole due to the symmetry of the tri-ethynylphenyl group), we obtain τ EET ) 6 ps. Thus the delocalization of the dendritic wave function to the phenyl group enhances the EET rate to an adjacent ethynylene segment by about a factor of 6. Of course, the good agreement between the calculated value of 6 ps and the experimental value of 5-17 ps may be fortuitous. The point-dipole Forster model is known to break down at small chromophore separations and tends to overestimate the energy transfer rate in these cases. Improved models of the EET process that explicitly take into account the molecular structure and charge distribution would be expected to provide more reliable estimates of the EET rates but are beyond the scope of this paper. [68] [69] [70] [71] A second weakness of the point-dipole model is that it only takes the through-space Coulombic interactions into account, neglecting through-bond interactions due to electrontransfer configurations. 29 Such interactions are expected to be significant in these highly conjugated systems. It may be that a cancellation of these trends (faster transfer due to through-bond effects but slower transfer due to through-space extended dipole effects) leads to the decent agreement between our calculated and experimental results. In any case, the analysis is useful to show how delocalization in these branched conjugated systems can both hinder and help intersite EET thanks to the different variables in the Forster equation. In the case of the PA dendrimers, the advantages of their compact structure and dense chromophore packing appear to be partially offset by the existence of delocalized excited states that slow the EET and prevent the achievement of the behavior predicted from the properties of the monomer alone. In the excited state, strong electronic interactions across the meta-linkages lead to a structure that, from the perspective of light-harvesting, is actually less than the sum of its parts.
Conclusion
In this work, we have characterized the spectroscopy and EET dynamics of a family of PA dendrimers. The goal was to examine the basic process of EET through the PA network by removing effects due to through-space interactions and sizedependent nonradiative relaxation processes. We found that this class of molecules has several unique photophysical properties that affect their utility as light-harvesting compounds. First, as the size of the dendrimers is increased, there is a concomitant increase in the nonradiative decay rate of the singlet state. Part of this increase is due to excimer formation in the higher generation dendrimers. The excimer acts as a long-lived trap, preventing complete energy transfer to the core. The relative importance of the excimer states depends on both the solvent and the chemical substituent at the base of the dendrimer and is most pronounced for the ketones in poor solvents. Our data on the alcohols suggests that in addition to the excimer there is at least one other nonradiative pathway that also becomes enhanced as dendrimer size increases. When these sizedependent processes are taken into account, we find that the intrinsic singlet quenching rate, k Q , decreases exponentially with dendrimer generation and that this decrease is more rapid than expected based on simple theoretical models. The accelerated decline in k Q most probably stems from increasing conformational disorder as the dendrimer branches are extended. The combined effects of size-dependent excimer formation, nonradiative relaxation, and disorder presents a significant barrier to scaling such structures up to even larger sizes. 
In addition to evaluating how the overall light-harvesting rate changes with dendrimer size, we have also investigated the nature of the excited electronic states and their local interactions. The excited singlet state in all the PA dendrimers is consistent with the phenyl-centered state identified in earlier work on smaller PA dendrons. This state, which is shifted to lower energy and has a smaller radiative rate than that of the DPA monomer, would appear to be detrimental to energy transfer, based on a point-dipole Forster analysis. The unfavorable photophysical properties of this state can be compensated for, at least in part, by its shift in spatial position so that the phenyl-centered donor state is closer to the ethynyl-centered acceptor. Our experimental intersite transfer time of 5-17 ps is close to the 6 ps time estimated by such a model, although this agreement may be fortuitous. Our work demonstrates that the existence of such delocalized excited states must be taken into account to accurately predict the energy transfer dynamics of such conjugated structures, since a naive model based on monomeric DPA would predict intersite EET times at least an order of magnitude faster than those observed experimentally. In our model, the PA dendrimers can be thought of as hybrid energy transfer structures, in which limited delocalization is followed by through-space Coulombic transfer between the delocalized emitting states and the localized DPA acceptors.
The combination of disorder and size-dependent nonradiative decay channels, along with the evolution of new quantum mechanical states, makes the design of the conjugated supermolecules based on the PA motif a challenging problem. The potential applications of these molecules in optoelectronics provide motivation to continue to tackle these complexities. Finally, it is likely that the issues identified above will also be important for understanding the photophysics of other multichromophoric dendrimer systems.
